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T
hin films of self-assembled nanocrys-
tal (NC) superlattices have emerged
as prospective granular materials for

electronic and optoelectronic devices,1�12

primarily due to collective properties arising
from coupling interactions of constituent
NCs.13�15 However, as-formed NC superlat-
tices are only weakly coupled as a result of
large interparticle spacing maintained by
long-chain insulating ligands at NC surfaces.5

To facilitate charge transport throughNCfilms,
post treatment is required to reduce inter-
particle spacing to enhance electronic cou-
pling between NCs, typically by replacing the
native long ligands with shorter ones.16�31

Many current approaches rely on a substrate-
supported exchange strategy, in which NC
films deposited on a substrate are dipped in
a solution containing short ligands for chemi-
cal treatment.16�25 Although electrically con-
ductive NC films can be obtained by this
approach, severe film cracking caused by the
lost volume is commonly observed.16�19

Deposition of additional NCs followed by

exchange is required to fill cracks and obtain
continuous films, which will inevitably lead to
the degradation of long-range NC ordering.16

Such structural defects can drastically influ-
ence charge transport characteristics of NC
films and are therefore undesirable for device
applications.23 Alternatively, NCs can also be
treated by ex situ exchange in solvent disper-
sions, and conductive films are accessible by
spin-coating or drop-casting the solution-
exchanged NCs.24�31 Despite the possibility
to avoid cracks by this approach, disordered
NC films typically result due to the surface
modification of NCs,25 with the exception of
Au NCs which have been reported to form
superlattice films after exchange with chal-
cogenidometallates or metal chalcogenide
complexes (MCCs).27 Furthermore, many
recently applied short ligands such as
hydrazine,16 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT),17 and
formic acid21 are not appropriate for solution
exchange, as NCs treated by such ligands
are no longer dispersible for solution proces-
sing. Therefore, it still remains a challenge
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ABSTRACT The ability to remove long, insulating ligands from

nanocrystal (NC) surfaces without deteriorating the structural

integrity of NC films is critical to realizing their electronic and

optoelectronic applications. Here we report a nondestructive ligand-

exchange approach based on in situ chemical treatment of NCs

floating at the liquid�air interface, enabling strongly coupled NC

superlattice films that can be directly transferred to arbitrary substrates for device applications. Ligand-exchange-induced structural defects such as cracks

and degraded NC ordering that are commonly observed using previous methods are largely prevented by performing ligand exchange at the liquid�air

interface. The significantly reduced interparticle spacing arising from ligand replacement leads to highly conductive NC superlattice films, the electrical

conductivities and carrier mobilities of which are 1 order of magnitude higher than those of the same NC films subject to substrate-supported exchange

using previously reported procedures. The in situ, free-floating exchange approach presented here opens the door for electronically coupled NC superlattices

that hold great promise for high-performance, flexible electronic and optoelectronic devices.

KEYWORDS: nanocrystal superlattices . ligand exchange . electronic coupling . in situ treatment . nanocrystal devices .
liquid�air interface
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to form crack-free, electronically coupled NC super-
lattice films.
In this work, we report that strongly coupled, geo-

metrically ordered NC films over large areas (∼1 cm2)
can be obtained by in situ, free-floating exchange of NC
superlattices preassembled at the liquid�air interface.
Different from previous substrate-supported exchange
approaches,16�20 performing surface treatment of NC
films on a liquid surface allows macroscopic film con-
traction with ligand removal, thereby largely prevent-
ing crack formation while preserving the local NC
ordering. The resulting NC superlattice films are highly
conductive, with an electrical conductivity and carrier
mobility 1 order of magnitude greater than those of
the same NC films subject to substrate-supported
exchange. In addition, both self-assembly and ligand-
exchange processes proceed at the liquid�air inter-
face, enabling ready integration of conductive NC films
onto arbitrary substrates for device fabrication. This
approach is applicable to different NCs and compatible
with a variety of short ligands, paving the way toward
electronically coupled NC superlattices that are highly
desirable for high-performance, flexible electronic and
optoelectronic devices.7,31�33

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The free-floating exchange strategy is proposed by
taking advantage of the liquid�air interfacial assembly
approach we have recently developed for the growth
of large-area, transferrable NC superlattice films.6,34 As
schematically illustrated in Figure 1a, controlled drying
of NC solution in hexane on the surface of acetonitrile
confined in a Teflon well yields a floating NC superlattice

film, the thicknessofwhich is tunable frommonolayers to
multilayers by varying NC concentration. After the NC
film formation, an acetonitrile solution containing the
chosen short ligands is injected into the subphase via a
syringe for ligand exchange (see Methods). The resulting
surface-treated NC film can be readily transferred from
the liquid surface to any substrate for characterization
and device fabrication. We note that the heat treatment
of NC superlattice films floating on an immiscible liquid
surface has been recently studied by Vanmaekelbergh
et al.,12 and they found that 1D and 2D nanostructured
sheets could be formed via oriented attachment of PbSe
NCsby controllingNCconcentrationand temperature. To
the best of our knowledge, chemical treatment of float-
ing NCs using various short ligands to form electronically
coupled superlattice films has not been reported to date.
Figure 1b shows photographs of a floating superlattice

film self-assembled from 6.0 nm oleic-acid-capped FePt
NCs.35 Notably, the film area is reduced by ∼40% after
in situ ligand exchange with formic acid for 30 min,
whereas the film's integrity is retained without macro-
scopic cracking or crumpling. The dramatically decreased
C�H stretch absorption band in Fourier transform infra-
red (FTIR) spectra indicates that the majority of oleate is
removed by formic acid treatment (Figure 1c).21

The film microstructures are characterized by trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolu-
tion scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM), which
reveal a well-preserved NC superlattice structure upon
formic acid treatment, despite the significantly reduced
interparticle spacing (Figure 2a�c). In sharp contrast, a
cracked film without any NC ordering results when the
pristine NC superlattice film is transferred to a Si wafer

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of in situ ligand exchange at the liquid�air interface. (b) Photographs of an FePt NC
superlattice monolayer subject to free-floating exchange with formic acid, showing the macroscopic film contraction. The
cracks in the bottom right corner of the treated NC film are caused by the inserted syringe. (c) FTIR spectra of FePt NC films
before and after formic acid treatment, respectively; absolute transmittance spectra have been offset for clarity.
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prior to ligand exchange with formic acid in keeping
with previously reported procedures (Figure 2d).18,19

These findings clearly demonstrate the advantages of
this new exchange strategy over previous substrate-
supported exchange approaches in maintaining struc-
ture integrity of NC superlattice films. Presumably, this is
attributed to the high lateral mobility of NCs floating on
a liquid surface,36,37 which enables homogeneous
shrinkage of interparticle spacing and therefore macro-
scopic film contraction during ligand replacement. We
note that free-floating treatment alone is not sufficient
to achieve complete ligand exchange for thicker NC
films (i.e., g 4 NC layers), as the short ligands injected
may not reach the top NC layers by diffusion through
the assembly. To ensure complete removal of the native
organic ligands, secondary substrate-supported ex-
change with formic acid is performed after transferring
the formic-acid-treated film to a Si wafer. FTIR confirms
the nearly complete removal of organic ligands by this
strategy (Figure S1). Interestingly, the film integrity and
NC ordering are well-retained upon secondary ex-
change despite a small amount of voids observed at
high magnification (Figure 3a and b). In comparison,
direct substrate-supported exchange leads to severely
cracked films without NC ordering (Figure 3c and d),
similar to the case of monolayers (Figure 2d). These
results demonstrate the possibility to obtain continuous
and strongly coupled thick NC superlattice films by this
two-step exchange approach, which are expected to be
highly desirable for applications requiring out-of-plane
electrical transport such as solar cells.38

Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering
(GISAXS) is employed to evaluate NC ordering across
large areas and to quantify the change in interparticle
spacing before and after ligand exchange.18 Similar to
the pristine FePt NC superlattice film (Figure 4a), the sharp
scattering pattern exhibited by the formic-acid-treated

film confirms long-range NC ordering over large areas
(Figure 4b), whereas the line cuts along the qy axis of the
GISAXSpatterns reveal that the exchangeprocess reduces
the average in-plane center-to-center distance between
neighboring NCs by 2.3 nm to only 0.3 nm (Figure 4d). By
contrast, when the same NC film is subject to substrate-
supportedexchange, theGISAXSpattern lacks evidenceof
long-range NC ordering (Figure 4c) and exhibits a broa-
dened peak (Figure 4d). This broadening reflects nonuni-
form interparticle spacing, consistent with the disordered
NC assembly structure observed by electronmicroscopies
(Figure 2d).
In addition to FePt NCs, a similar macroscopic film

contraction is also observed when Au (3.5 nm)39 and
PbS (9.3 nm)40 NC films are subject to free-floating
exchange with EDT17 and ammonium thiocyanate
(NH4SCN),

24 respectively (Figure 5a and b), suggesting
this approach is applicable to different NCs and short
ligands. In both cases, FTIR confirms the removal of the
native organic ligands (Figure S2), while TEM and
HRSEM establish the preserved long-range NC order-
ing (Figure 5 and S3). The average interparticle dis-
tance is reduced to 0.3 and 0.2 nm for Au and PbS NC
films, respectively, as determined by GISAXS and TEM
(Figure S4). It is worth noting that the optical properties
of Au NC films are drastically affected by the reduced
interparticle distance, as evidencedby the apparent color
change associated with film contraction (Figure 5a). The
purple to gray color change is indicative of enhanced
plasmonic coupling of Au NCs, which is also confirmed
by the pronounced red-shift of the plasmon band in

Figure 2. (a, b) TEM images of FePt NC superlattice mono-
layers before and after free-floating exchange with formic
acid, respectively. (c, d) HRSEM images of formic-acid-
treated FePt NC monolayers by free-floating and substrate-
supported exchange, respectively.

Figure 3. (a, b) SEM images of a thick (four NC layers) FePt
NC superlattice film subject to free-floating formic acid
exchange followed by secondary substrate-supported ex-
change: (a) low-magnification SEM image, showing the
crack-free film over a large area; (b) HRSEM image of the
area indicated in a, showing the well-preserved NC super-
lattice structure. (c, d) SEM images of a thick (four NC layers)
FePt NC superlattice film subject to direct substrate-
supported exchangewith formic acid: (c) low-magnification
SEM image, showing a significant amount of cracks arising
from the lost volume; (d) HRSEM imageof the area indicated
in c, showing the loss of NC ordering.
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absorption spectra (Figure 5c). The change of dielectric
environment surrounding each NC is also expected to
contribute to the observed red shift. Fafarman et al. have
systematically studied the optical properties of Au NC
films treated by EDT and NH4SCN by using ellipsometric,
transmittance, and reflectance spectroscopy as well as
numerical simulations.41 However, to our knowledge,
theoretical calculations that can quantitatively determine
the contributions of changes to the dielectric environ-
ment, bound ligandmolecules, and interparticle coupling

to the observed color change are still lacking in the
literature.
The significant reduction in interparticle spacing

decreases the charge tunneling barrier width between

Figure 4. GISAXS patterns obtained from an untreated FePt NC film (a) and formic-acid-treated NC films by free-floating (b)
and substrate-supported (c) exchange, respectively. (d) Respective line cuts along the horizontal (qy) axis, where the center-
to-center distance can be calculated from the peak position.

Figure 5. Photographs of Au (a) and PbS (b) NC superlattice
films subject to free-floating exchange with EDT and
NH4SCN, respectively. The cracks in the upper right corner
of the treated NC films are caused by the syringe. (c)
Absorption spectra of Au NC films before and after EDT
treatment, respectively. (d, e) HRTEM images of a PbS NC
superlattice monolayer before and after free-floating ex-
change with NH4SCN, respectively, showing the preserved
NC ordering despite the significantly reduced interparticle
spacing.

Figure 6. (a) Typical I�V curves of FePt NC superlattice
monolayers before and after free-floating exchange with
formic acid, respectively. The blue arrows indicate the
voltage scan direction. (b) Typical I�V curves of formic-
acid-treated FePt NC films by free-floating and substrate-
supported exchange, respectively.
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neighboring NCs, which is expected to facilitate charge
transport through NC arrays.5 To measure electrical
properties, the floating NC films are simply transferred
to sapphire substrates with prepatterned Au electro-
des without further heat treatment. Representative
current�voltage (I�V) curves of FePt NC films before
and after formic acid treatment are shown in Figure 6a.
As expected, the pristine NC superlattice film is essen-
tially insulating due to the large interparticle spacing,
whereas free-floating exchange leads to an increase in
film conductance by 8 orders of magnitude, with
electrical conductivities approaching 3 ( 1 S cm�1

(Figure 6a). Note that substrate-supported exchange
with formic acid also leads to conductive FePt NC films;
however the conductivity obtained is 25-fold lower
than that of the film treated while floating (Figure 6b).
This result is not surprising considering the significant
amount of structural defects resulted from substrate-
supported treatment (Figure 2d). In case of Au NCs,
free-floating exchange with EDT yields strongly coupled
superlattice films with conductivities in the range of
10�90 S cm�1, representing about 7 orders ofmagnitude
enhancement comparedwith the pristine films consisting
of oleylamine-capped Au NCs (Figure S5). We note that
the conductivity reported in this work is about 1 order
of magnitude higher than that obtained previously for
the EDT-treated Au NC films (∼2�10 S cm�1),41 which
could be attributed to the different film morphology

(film continuity, NC size, and NC ordering, etc.) and
completeness of ligand-exchange in two experiments.
Thin films of strongly coupled semiconductor NC

superlattices are ideal candidates for electronic and
optoelectronic devices.5 We demonstrate this by fab-
ricating field-effect transistors (FETs) by integrating
formic-acid-treated PbS NC superlattice films onto
Si/SiO2 substrates with prepatterned Ti/Au source
and drain electrodes, with the current flow (ID) be-
tween two electrodes modulated by the application of
a gate voltage (VG). Figure 7a shows SEM images of a
FET constructed from amonolayer of PbSNCs, showing
that the crack-free superlattice layer covers the entire
FET channel. The output curves in Figure 7b reveal
p-type transport (red curves), consistent with previous
results obtained from formic-acid-treated thick PbS NC
films made by layer-by-layer dip coating.21 The hole
mobility calculated from the slopes of ID�VG plots in
the linear regime is 2.7 ( 0.6 � 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1

(Figure 7c), 1 order of magnitude greater than that of
the FET built from the formic-acid-treated PbS NC
monolayer by substrate-supported exchange, which
is 2.2 ( 0.7 � 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1 (Figure 7d). The lower
carrier mobility of the latter case is ascribed to struc-
tural defects such as cracks and voids generated during
substrate-supported exchange (Figure S6). We note
that the formic-acid-treated PbS NC FETs are difficult
to turn off, which appears to be consistent with the

Figure 7. (a) SEM images of a typical FET built from a formic-acid-treated PbS NC monolayer by free-floating exchange.
Channel dimensions: length = 10 μm; width = 2000 μm. The inset is a HRSEM image, showing the preserved NC superlattice
structure. (b) Output curves of formic-acid-treated PbS NCmonolayers by free-floating (red curves) and substrate-supported
(black curves) exchange, respectively. (c, d) Transfer curves of formic-acid-treated PbS NC monolayers by free-floating and
substrate-supported exchange, respectively.
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results reported previously.21 We speculate that this
could be related to the peculiar surface chemistry (or
electronic structure) of PbSNCs induced by formic acid.
Furtherwork needs to be done in order to elucidate the
underlying physics.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed a simple yet effi-
cient ligand-exchange approach to obtain crack-free,
strongly coupled NC superlattice films that are not
readily accessible by previous exchange methods. The
process involves in situ chemical treatment of free-
floating NC superlattice films preassembled at the
liquid�air interface using various short ligands. The
high lateral mobility of floating NCs allows macro-
scopic film contraction with ligand exchange, thus
largely preventing film cracking while preserving NC
ordering, which in turn significantly improves electrical

transport properties of NC films. Moreover, the ready
integration of strongly coupled NC superlattice films
onto arbitrary substrates offered by our approach
paves the way for the development of flexible, high-
performance NC-based devices. We note that the
improved charge transport in our work may be mainly
ascribed to the film continuity rather than the pre-
served NC ordering, but it will be very interesting to
investigate the effect of superlattice ordering on
charge transport in the future work. We should also
remark that NC surface chemistry may alter the elec-
tronic structure of NCs, that is, different short ligands
used for exchange could dramatically influence charge
transport characteristics of NC films. Therefore, sys-
tematic optimization of the NC/short ligand combina-
tion to obtain desirable carrier type and mobility is
critical to achieving high-performance electronic and
optoelectronic devices.

METHODS
Synthesis and Purification of Colloidal NCs. Monodisperse FePt,35

Au,39 andPbS40 NCs, stabilized by oleic acid and/or oleylamine, are
synthesized according to literature methods. The as-synthesized
NCs are washed twice by centrifugationwith ethanol and then are
dissolved in hexane to form stable dispersionswith concentrations
ranging from 1 to 10 mg/mL.

In Situ Ligand Exchange of NC Superlattice Films at the Liquid�Air
Interface. Large-area NC superlattice films were obtained by
controlled drying a NC solution in hexane on the surface
acetonitrile confined in a Teflon well (∼1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 cm3),
following the procedure we reported previously.34 The film
thickness is tunable from monolayers to multiplayers by chan-
ging the NC concentration. For in situ, free-floating ligand
exchange, an acetonitrile solution containing the chosen short
ligands (e.g., formic acid, EDT, or ammonium thiocyanate) was
slowly injected into the subphase by a syringe at one of the well
corners to minimize the damage of the floating NC film. The
amount of short ligands injected is determined by their final
concentration in acetonitrile subphase, which is typically
20�40 mM for formic acid, 10�20 mM for EDT, and 15�30 mM
for NH4SCN, respectively. Subsequently, the Teflon well was
covered by a glass slide for surface treatment, the occurrence of
which is manifested by the macroscopic film contraction. After
∼30 min of treatment, the floating NC film was transferred to a
substrate (Si wafer, TEM grid, or quartz substrate, etc.) and rinsed
with acetonitrile to remove excess short ligands. For thick NC
superlattice films (i.e., g 4 NC layers), secondary substrate-sup-
ported exchange was performed to ensure the complete removal
of the native organic ligands, following the procedure described
previously.18 To avoid oxidation of NC surface, both self-assembly
and ligand exchange processes were performed in a N2-filled
glovebox.

Instrumentation. The liquid-supported NC films were trans-
ferred to SiO2/Si wafers for SEM and HRSEM characterizations,
which were carried out on a Zeiss Gemini Ultra-55 microscope
operating at 5 kV. For TEM characterization, the floating films
were collected on carbon-coated TEM grids, and TEM images
were recorded on a JEOL-2100 microscope operating at 200 kV.
NC films were transferred to double-side-polished silicon sub-
strates for FTIR measurements, which were carried out on a
Perkin-Elmer SpectrumOne Spectrometer at a spectral resolution
of 4 cm�1. GISAXS measurements were performed at beamline
7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, using an approximately 0.5 mm wide 10 keV X-ray
beam. The imageprocessingwas doneusing theSAS2Dprogram
in Igor Pro. Samples of GISAXS measurements were deposited

onto Si wafers. Absorbance spectra of NC films transferred to
quartz substrateswere recordedonaVarianCary 5000UV/vis/NIR
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere.

Electrical Transport Measurements. Samples for electrical con-
ductivity measurements were prepared by transferring the
floating NC films to sapphire substrates prepatterned with Au
electrodes (two- or four-probe measurements), which were
deposited by thermal evaporation through a shadow mask,
with a channel length (L) and width (W) of 100 and 3200 μm,
respectively. FETs were fabricated by transferring formic-acid-
treated PbS NC films onto n-doped Si wafers with 200 nm
thermally grown SiO2, which served as the gate and gate
dielectric, respectively. Source and drain Ti/Au (2 nm/38 nm)
electrodes were prepatterned onto the SiO2 surface by thermal
evaporation through a shadow mask, with channel length (L)
and width (W) of 10 and 2000 μm, respectively. The field-effect
carrier mobility (μlin) was calculated from transfer curves in the
linear regime by the equation:18

DID
DVG

(VSD ¼ constant) ¼ WCiVSD
L

μlin

whereCi is the capacitance per unit area of the dielectric layer,W
is the channel width, and L is the channel length. All electrical
measurements were performed using Agilent 4155C semicon-
ductor parameter analyzer under dry nitrogen atmosphere. The
reported electrical conductivities and carrier mobilities are the
averages of four devices.
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